Morning stiffness precedes the development of rheumatoid arthritis and associates with systemic and subclinical joint inflammation in arthralgia patients
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Abstract

Objectives. Morning stiffness (MS) is characteristic of RA and associates with markers of systemic and local inflammation in RA patients. In patients with arthralgia, MS is a cardinal symptom to recognize arthralgia at-risk for RA development [i.e. clinically suspect arthralgia (CSA)]. In CSA, MS is also assumed to reflect inflammation, but this has never been studied. Therefore we aimed to study whether MS in CSA patients is associated with systemic and subclinical joint inflammation.

Methods. A total of 575 patients presenting with CSA underwent laboratory investigations and contrast-enhanced 1.5 T MRI of the hand and forefoot (scored according to the Rheumatoid Arthritis MRI Score method). Associations of MS (duration ≥60 min) with the presence of subclinical joint inflammation (synovitis, tenosynovitis and osteitis) and increased CRP (>5 mg/l) were determined with logistic regression. Additionally, the effect of MS duration (≥30, ≥60 and ≥120 min) was studied.

Results. A total of 195 (34%) CSA patients experienced MS. These patients more often had subclinical synovitis [34% vs 21%; odds ratio (OR) 1.95 (95% CI 1.32, 2.87)], subclinical tenosynovitis [36% vs 26%; OR 1.59 (95% CI 1.10, 2.31)] and increased CRP [31% vs 19%; OR 1.93 (95% CI 1.30, 2.88)] than patients without MS. In multivariable analyses, subclinical synovitis [OR 1.77 (95% CI 1.16, 2.69)] and CRP [OR 1.78 (95% CI 1.17–2.69)] remained independently associated with MS. In CSA patients who later developed RA, and thus in retrospect were ‘pre-RA’ at the time of CSA, MS was more strongly associated with subclinical synovitis [OR 2.56 (95% CI 1.04, 6.52)] and CRP [OR 3.86 (95% CI 1.45, 10.24)]. Furthermore, associations increased with longer MS durations.

Conclusion. Inflammation associates with MS in the CSA phase that preceded clinical arthritis. These results increase our understanding of MS when assessing arthralgia in clinical practice.
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Introduction

Morning stiffness (MS) is a hallmark of RA. Until the past decade it was included in the classification criteria for RA and is still a pivotal symptom for diagnosis [1, 2]. In patients without clinical arthritis but with arthralgia, MS...
is a cardinal symptom to clinically recognize arthralgia patients who are at increased risk to develop RA [i.e. clinically suspect arthralgia (CSA)]. This is also reflected by its inclusion in the EULAR definition of arthralgia suspicious for progression to RA [3].

MS is generally considered as a sign of inflammation. Indeed, in established RA and early arthritis, MS has been shown to associate with local joint inflammation as well as disease activity and markers of systemic inflammation, such as acute phase reactants (e.g. CRP) and cytokines (e.g. IFN-γ, TNF-α and IL-6) [2, 4–6]. Although it is presumed that MS in arthralgia is also related to inflammation, this has never been studied.

We therefore hypothesized that in patients with CSA, MS is associated with local subclinical and systemic inflammation. To investigate this, we studied the association of MS with MRI-detected subclinical synovitis, tenosynovitis, osteitis and CRP using data from >500 CSA patients.

Methods

Patient population

We studied 575 consecutive CSA patients who were included in the Leiden CSA cohort between April 2012 and February 2019 (Supplementary Fig. S1 and Table S1, available at Rheumatology online). This is a population-based inception cohort of patients with recent-onset (<1 year) small-joint arthralgia that is suspected for progression to RA according to the treating rheumatologist based on clinical expertise and pattern recognition. Per the definition, patients were not included in the cohort when arthritis was detected upon physical examination or when a different explanation for the joint pain (e.g. osteoarthritis, fibromyalgia) was more likely than imminent RA, as both conditions preclude the presence of CSA. At inclusion, questionnaires were completed, laboratory investigations were done and an MRI scan was performed. CSA patients were followed for 2 years for the development of clinical arthritis (determined at physical joint examination by the treating rheumatologist). During follow-up, treatment with DMARDs (including steroids) was not allowed. Only after a patient developed arthritis and thus had left the CSA cohort, could DMARD therapy be initiated. The study population is further described in the Supplementary section S1 and elsewhere (available at Rheumatology online) [7].

This study was carried out in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration and all participating patients provided written informed consent. The study was approved by the medical ethical committee of the Leiden University Medical Centre (B19.008).

MS

At inclusion, the duration of MS was assessed by asking the patient about the presence of MS [Are your joints stiff in the morning? (yes/no)] and the duration of MS (How long does it take until your MS improves?). Patients could choose from the following categories: none, 1–29 min, 30–59 min, 60–119 min, 120–239 min or ≥240 min. The primary outcome in the current study was the dichotomized duration of MS into ≥60 min or <60 min [3]. Patients without MS (0 min) were included in the category of patients with <60 min of MS.

CRP

Baseline CRP levels were measured and dichotomized into increased (≥5 mg/l) or normal (<5 mg/l). This cut-off equals the reference value as used by the Leiden University Medical Centre and is based on an international standard work [8].

Subclinical joint inflammation

A gadolinium-enhanced MRI of the MCP, wrist and MTP joints of the most painful side, or the dominant side in case of symmetrically severe symptoms, was performed between 0800 and 1600 h. Patients were asked not to use NSAIDs 24 h prior to the MRI. The MRI protocol can be found in the Supplementary section S1 (available at Rheumatology online).

MRIs were evaluated for osteitis, synovitis and tenosynovitis according to the OMERACT Rheumatoid Arthritis MRI Score [9] and for tenosynovitis as described by Haavardsholm et al. [10]. Two independent trained readers scored the MRIs, blinded to the clinical data. Average scores of the two readers were dichotomized into the presence or absence of an inflammatory feature: a feature was considered present when scored by both readers and present at the same location in <5% of age-matched healthy volunteers. This cut-off was based on a previous study by Mangnus et al. [11] that investigated the prevalence of MRI-detected inflammation in 196 healthy controls. Mangnus et al. developed age-matched and location-specific reference values based on this symptom-free population. The use of this reference was shown to reduce false-positive MRI results compared with using no reference of normality [12]. The presence of any subclinical inflammation was defined as the presence of one or more inflammatory features (osteitis, synovitis or tenosynovitis). The number of locations with subclinical inflammation was assessed as a measure of the severity of subclinical inflammation. This was calculated as the sum of bones, joints and tendons with an inflammatory feature present (corrected for findings in healthy individuals as described above).

RA development

Patients were followed for the development of RA, which was defined a clinical diagnosis of RA and fulfilling either the 1987 or 2010 criteria for RA [1, 13] or starting with DMARD treatment. The 1987 criteria were used in addition to 2010 criteria, as autoantibody-negative patients have difficulties fulfilling the 2010 criteria because >10 involved joints are required [14]. The start of DMARD treatment was used as well to capture patients with a clinical RA diagnosis in whom fulfilment...
of classification criteria was prevented by early treatment initiation.

Statistical analysis

Associations between MS and local subclinical and systemic inflammation were tested with univariable and multivariable logistic regression with and without adjustment for age and gender. The explained variance of the multivariable model was assessed by Nagelkerke's $R^2$. The association between MS and the number of locations with inflammatory features was analysed with logistic regression. Additionally, the effect of MS duration ($\geq 30$, $\geq 60$, $\geq 120$ min) was studied. Furthermore, analyses were repeated in the subgroup of patients who progressed to RA during follow-up. The univariable association of MS for the development of RA was tested using Cox regression. Patients were censored at the time of their last visit. Data on the development of RA were all-encompassing, since our outpatient clinic is the only referral centre in a healthcare region of ~400 000 inhabitants and patients (especially those participating in clinical studies) have very easy access to our outpatient clinic. In addition, we questioned if there was a mediating role of MS on the association of CRP or MRI-detected subclinical inflammation and RA development. This analysis is described in detail in Supplementary section S2 (available at Rheumatology online). SPSS version 25 was used (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) and $P$-values <0.05 were considered significant.

Results

Associations of inflammation with MS

The mean age of the study population was 44 years (s.d. 13), 439 patients (76%) were female, the median 68-joint tender joint count was 5 (interquartile range 2–10) and 79 (14%) patients were ACPA positive (Supplementary Table S2, available at Rheumatology online). MS was present in 195 CSA patients (34%). These patients more often had subclinical synovitis, subclinical tenosynovitis and increased CRP compared with patients without MS (Fig. 1A, Table 1).

Multivariable analysis including these three inflammatory features revealed that subclinical synovitis [odds ratio (OR) 1.78 (95% CI 1.17, 2.69)] and increased CRP [OR 1.77 (95% CI 1.16, 2.69)] were independently associated with MS. The explained variance of the multivariable model was 5% (Fig. 1A, Table 1). Results remained similar after also adjusting for age and gender (Table 1).

We then studied the number of locations with inflammatory features as a marker of the severity of subclinical inflammation. This showed that an increase in severity was associated with higher odds of having MS [OR 1.06 (95% CI 1.00, 1.20) per increase in location with subclinical inflammation].

Assessment of MS duration

Evaluating the association of different MS durations ($\geq 30$, $\geq 60$, $\geq 120$ min), a dose–response relation was found, as analyses showed a step-wise increase in effect sizes for subclinical tenosynovitis and any subclinical MRI inflammation in relation to MS. The effect sizes of subclinical synovitis and CRP increased for MS $\geq 60$ min compared with $\geq 30$ min but did not increase further for MS $\geq 120$ min. In line with the dose–response relation, associations with MRI inflammation were not significant for the 30 min outcome (Fig. 1B). The finding that only tenosynovitis was statistically significant in the multivariable analysis for 120 min is not completely consistent with the dose–response trend, but may be due to lower statistical power for this less frequent outcome (Supplementary Table S3, available at Rheumatology online).

MS and the development of RA

During a median follow-up of 773 days, 76 participants progressed to RA (31 patients fulfilled both the 1987 and 2010 RA criteria, 25 patients fulfilled the 2010 criteria, 8 patients fulfilled the 1987 criteria and 12 patients were prescribed DMARD therapy while not yet fulfilling the 1987 or 2010 criteria). CSA patients with MS (duration $\geq 60$ min) more often progressed to RA [hazard ratio 1.56 (95% CI 0.99, 2.45)]. It should be noted that MS did not predict the onset of RA independent of CRP or MRI-detected subclinical inflammation (i.e. after adjusting for these variables in the Cox model). This is consistent with the associations between MS and inflammation. A mediating role of MS in the path of inflammation and RA development was not found (Supplementary section S2 and Table S4, available at Rheumatology online).

Analyses of MS and the inflammatory measures were repeated in patients who developed RA and thus, in retrospect, were truly ‘pre-RA’ when presenting with arthralgia (Supplementary Table S5, available at Rheumatology online). We hypothesized that associations in this subgroup would be stronger. Indeed, somewhat higher ORs were observed, although statistical significance was lost in some associations due to decreased power. The explained variance of the multivariable model in this subgroup increased to 18%, which was 5% in all CSA patients (Table 1).

Discussion

Inquiring about MS is standard practice in the clinical appraisal of arthralgia patients. In patients with clinical arthritis, MS is a known hallmark of RA that associates with inflammation, both local and systemic [2, 4–6]. In the differential diagnosis of patients with arthralgia, MS is a key factor for considering patients as having CSA or inflammatory-type arthralgia [3]. However, so far it was unknown whether MS in this phase also reflected inflammation. This prompted us to perform the current study. We observed that MS did
associate with both subclinical joint inflammation detected on MRI and acute phase reactants. In addition, patients with more subclinical inflammation more often had MS. With respect to subclinical joint inflammation, the association was strongest for subclinical synovitis. These results suggest that inflammation does

**Fig. 1** Inflammatory measures in CSA patients (A) with and without MS and (B) associations for different MS cut-offs

**A**

- **Increased CRP**
  - Percentage of patients with increased CRP levels in patients with MS+ and MS-.
  - CRP: CRP increased if $\geq 5 \text{ mg/l}$; MS+: presence of MS with a duration $\geq 60 \text{ min}$; +: presence of an MRI feature.
  - Any subclinical inflammation: presence of one or more inflammatory features (osteitis, synovitis and tenosynovitis). *Statistically significant associations (CI not including 1).

- **Subclinical synovitis +**
  - Percentage of patients with subclinical synovitis in patients with MS+ and MS-.

- **Subclinical tenosynovitis +**
  - Percentage of patients with subclinical tenosynovitis in patients with MS+ and MS-.

**B**

- **Any subclinical inflammation +**
  - OR for any subclinical MRI inflammation and subclinical tenosynovitis.
  - OR: 2 for $\geq 30 \text{ min}$, 3 for $\geq 60 \text{ min}$, 4 for $\geq 120 \text{ min}$.
  - Vertical error bars represent the 95% CI.

- **Subclinical synovitis +**
  - OR for subclinical synovitis.

- **Subclinical tenosynovitis +**
  - OR for subclinical tenosynovitis.

- **Increased CRP**
  - OR for increased CRP.

**CRP**: CRP increased if $\geq 5 \text{ mg/l}$; MS+: presence of MS with a duration $\geq 60 \text{ min}$; +: presence of an MRI feature. Any subclinical inflammation: presence of one or more inflammatory features (osteitis, synovitis and tenosynovitis).

*Statistically significant associations (CI not including 1). (A) Increased CRP levels were more often found in CSA patients with MS (31% vs 19%). Likewise, subclinical synovitis was more often present in CSA patients with MS compared with patients without MS (34% vs 21%). Also, subclinical tenosynovitis was more frequently present in patients with MS (36% vs 26%). (B) Evaluating the univariable association for different MS durations ($\geq 30$, $\geq 60$, $\geq 120 \text{ min}$) showed a ‘dose–response’ relation, with a step-wise increase for the OR for any subclinical MRI inflammation and subclinical tenosynovitis. For subclinical synovitis and CRP, an increase for $\geq 60 \text{ min}$ compared with $\geq 30 \text{ min}$ was observed, but no further increase for $\geq 120 \text{ min}$. Vertical error bars represent the 95% CI.
that factors other than inflammation are important. Alternatively, the small explained variance may suggest inflammatory cytokines, ideally in 24 h levels. Systemic inflammation in CSA by measuring pro-

search could confirm the relationship between MS and were not measured in the current study [2]. Future research may therefore be stronger in a more unselected arthralgia population. This is also a subject for further research.

A strength of the current study is its relatively large sample size and the use of MRI to sensitively detect subclinical inflammation. The used measures of local inflammation (i.e. subclinical MRI inflammation) and systemic inflammation (i.e. CRP) are known to remain stable during the day, minimizing interference with the timing of these investigations and their relationship with MS [17, 18].

In conclusion, MS precedes the development of RA in patients with CSA and is associated with subclinical synovitis and increased CRP levels. This confirms the clinical assumption that MS reflects inflammation in the phase that precedes clinical arthritis. These results increase our understanding of MS when used in the clinical assessment of arthralgia.

### TABLE 1 MS and inflammatory measures within the CSA cohort and patients who progressed to RA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Complete cohort (n = 575), OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>RA subgroup (n = 76), OR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Univariable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased CRP</td>
<td>1.93 (1.30, 2.88)</td>
<td>3.86 (1.45, 10.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any subclinical inflammation</td>
<td>1.34 (0.95, 1.89)</td>
<td>5.00 (0.99, 24.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subclinical synovitis</td>
<td>1.95 (1.32, 2.87)</td>
<td>2.56 (1.04, 6.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subclinical tenosynovitis</td>
<td>1.59 (1.10, 2.31)</td>
<td>3.09 (0.99, 9.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subclinical osteitis</td>
<td>1.14 (0.76, 1.72)</td>
<td>1.50 (0.59, 3.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariable b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased CRP</td>
<td>1.78 (1.17, 2.69)</td>
<td>3.24 (1.13, 9.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subclinical synovitis</td>
<td>1.77 (1.16, 2.69)</td>
<td>2.07 (0.73, 5.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subclinical tenosynovitis</td>
<td>1.13 (0.75, 1.72)</td>
<td>1.47 (0.40, 5.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariable c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased CRP</td>
<td>1.79 (1.18, 2.72)</td>
<td>10.57 (2.27, 49.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subclinical synovitis</td>
<td>1.69 (1.10, 2.58)</td>
<td>1.63 (0.52, 5.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subclinical tenosynovitis</td>
<td>1.23 (0.80, 1.91)</td>
<td>1.76 (0.42, 7.35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increased CRP: CRP increased if ≥5 mg/l. *Presence of an MRI feature. ^Independent variables: increased CRP, subclinical synovitis and subclinical tenosynovitis. aIndependent variables: increased CRP, subclinical synovitis, subclinical tenosynovitis, age and gender.

contribute to MS already in the phase that precedes clinical arthritis.

Our finding that MS associates with local subclinical inflammation in CSA patients is in line with previous ultrasound and MRI studies in early arthritis and RA patients. Previous studies in RA reported that MS was independently associated with both synovitis and tenosynovitis [4, 5]. In the setting with less inflammation than in RA, only subclinical synovitis was independently associated with MS. The involvement of synovial tissue in MS is in line with a recent histological study in 176 RA patients showing that MS may be related to impaired fibrinolysis of neutrophil-enmeshed fibrin deposits along the synovial membrane [15].

This study has some limitations. Although we focussed on the duration of MS, which is the most frequently used measure to define MS, a uniform definition of MS does not exist [16]. Reassuringly, the observed dose–response relationship for the duration of MS and inflammation supports the robustness of this outcome. Interestingly, there appears to be a ceiling to the dose–response effect for synovitis and CRP, while this was not observed for tenosynovitis. Nevertheless, for the associations found, the explained variance was relatively small. This may indicate that the inflammatory measures studied here were incomplete proxies for inflammation. In particular, CRP may have been an insufficient reflection of underlying systemic inflammation. It is known that many cytokines with distinct circadian rhythms (e.g. IFN-γ, TNF-α and IL-6) are increased in RA, yet these were not measured in the current study [2]. Future research could confirm the relationship between MS and systemic inflammation in CSA by measuring pro-inflammatory cytokines, ideally in 24 h levels. Alternatively, the small explained variance may suggest that factors other than inflammation are important.

Finally, analyses were conducted within a selection of arthralgia patients who were identified as having an increased risk of RA, namely CSA, and in whom MS may have contributed to this identification. In this selected group we observed an association of MS with RA development. In clinical practice, MS is also used to differentiate CSA from other arthralgia patients. In our study, patients were selected based on clinical symptoms reflecting the ‘inflammatory nature’ of the arthralgia. Therefore some selection on the presence of subclinical inflammation may have occurred, resulting in a higher prevalence of subclinical inflammation than in a more unselected arthralgia population. Consequently there may be a reduction in variation in MS and subclinical inflammation, possibly resulting in lower effect sizes, compared with a more unselected arthralgia population. The association of MS with RA development may therefore be stronger in a more unselected arthralgia population.
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